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Art Education 2023 
CUSTOMISED | Offers for groups  
 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
>>DISCLAIMER<< Please note:  if not mentioned otherwise our guided tours are in German. 

Upon request, we are also happy to offer guided tours in English. If you are interested, please 
send your enquiries at any time to office@kuenstlerschaft.at.  
------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
During the Annual Programme 2023, there will be further opportunities to experience the 
exhibitions of the Tyrolean Artists’ Association as a group. Whether school, kindergarten, 
club, company or institution, there is something for everyone! Special knowledge is less of a 
prerequisite than a wish to get to know artistic works and the cultural sector in a creative, 
participatory and interactive way. This presentation of our various formats provides an 
overview of our approach to art education. The formats are adapted to the current exhibitions 
on a regular basis. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Picture talks 
Exploring things 
15 min. 
 
Our focus will be on the art and cultural scene for first visits and encounters within the 
exhibition. What is the Tyrolean Artists’ Association, and how long has it existed? Whose 
interests does the association represent? What people work in art and cultural institutions? 
What are their fields of work? And how is an exhibition created? These and similar questions 
will be discussed, along with a look behind the scenes. 
 
Exhibition tour 
30 min. 
 
The focus here will be on the respective exhibitions; first, some stimulating questions offer 
the basis for a look around the space as individuals. Subsequently, the participants move on 
from collecting impressions to talking about art. In the group tour that follows, interesting 
aspects of the current exhibition are conveyed and open questions are discussed. This is a 
format that foregrounds dialogue and discussion, considering and highlighting the potential 
as well as the relevance of art and culture in society.    
 
Picture-book tour: What is art? 
1h, age 5 plus 
 
A picture book offers a starting point for the initial approach to art. What forms of art are 
there? What is an exhibition space and who are artists? What does an artist do? The aim is to 
develop a  child-friendly discourse on art via the current exhibition and a look behind the 
scenes, whereby ideas can emerge and new things be discovered in a playful way. Ideal for 
small groups, max. 10 participants. 
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Conveying Practice 
 
Tour and workshop 
1h 
 
In addition to a tour of the exhibition, this format focuses on creative engagement with the 
artistic works. The current exhibition serves as a starting point for such reflection and for 
small artistic interventions.  
Through practical art work within the exhibition, approaches to art are facilitated in a playful 
way and questions are raised: What do the exhibition’s themes trigger in me personally? What 
references can be made to our current situation? Creative and individual approaches to art 
are generated and then reflected on and discussed together. 
 
LET’S TALK ABOUT ART | Exhibition tour: TikTok edition 
1h 30 min, age 14 plus 
 
In a guided discussion, whereby the focus will be on joint development of topics and contents, 
methods for talking about art are conveyed informally. How do you formulate the description 
of an artwork? How can I discuss important and relevant topics based on works of art? How 
can I use art to express socio-political criticism? 
After discussing selected works and statements in the exhibition, the students – in teams of 
2-3 – will be invited to produce short videos for the social media platform TikTok about an 
artistic position they have chosen from the exhibition. The best videos will then be published 
on the Tyrolean Artists’ Association’s TikTok channel. 
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 ------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Dates 
 
The programme CUSTOMISED for groups is available by appointment, Mon-Fri between 9 am 
and 6 pm 
 
Cost 
 
Admission to the exhibition spaces of the Tiroler Künstler:innenschaft and participation in our 
educational programme is free of charge. In the case of workshop-based formats, for which 
materials such as paper, paints, etc. are provided, we take the liberty of charging a small 
contribution towards expenses (by arrangement).  
 
Booking 
 
Please book for groups by email or telephone, stating your desired dates | contact info | size 
of group | age | for schools: school level and contact info | the format you require 
 
Contact 
 
We are also happy to give further information on the various formats and possibilities 
available. Please contact us by phone or e-mail with your questions and feedback: +43 512 58 
11 33 | office@kuenstlerschaft.at  
 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
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